
Shamoe

Steriogram

Throw in a jacket and shirt
a pair of legs and a skirt
and multiply what you heard down the vine
and tell your friends at the bar
this night is gonna go far
and that we'll all have one hell of a time
Throw in a pinch of patron
and add a little shamoe
and with one heavenly glow we go round
we take it all in our stride
we do this all with such pride
we'll take you all for a night on our town

leave that bed alone
lets get good to go
cause we're all getting bookbent
and we wont be coming home

It's about that time must do it again
set course get sauced fly round the bend
keep up the pace and dont lose your head til 4am
anticipation, replication, faking reputation
applause as we swing through those doors
back on the stool where we belong
too long catch up from where where we're from
same old story rise and glory falling sorely
celebration, collaboration, mixing with intoxication
get on up and yell from the bar

Throw in a jacket and shirt
a pair of legs and a skirt
and multiply what you heard down the vine
and tell your friends at the bar
this night is gonna go far
and that we'll all have one hell of a time

Throw in a pinch of patron
and add a little shamoe
and with one heavenly glow we go round
we take it all in our stride
we do this all with such pride
we'll take you all for a night on our town

leave that bed alone
lets get good to go
cause we're all getting bookbent
and we wont be coming home
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